
“Love is the glue 
of the universe 
and helps keep 
matter in form.  

When I love you, 
I empower you to 

bring yourself into a 
state of wholeness.”

-Marcel Vogel

Let us fill our space,
Let us fill our lives,

with Love.
In that way, we are blessed.

And Bless the Earth, as well.

“Our Primary 
responsibility 
is to Love.”

 - Marcel Vogel 1973

A Powerful Healing Tool: The Sacred 
Space CrystalTM has been proven to be 
effective in assisting sensitive individu-
als where discordant energies are caus-
ing pain, discomfort or dysfunction.  The 
therapeutic effects are a great asset to 
any healing environment.

Our Sacred Space CrystalTM is 
sufficient to clear and charge a 
space of up to 200 square feet.  
For clearing larger spaces, mul-
tiple crystals can be used.  Pro-
gram each crystal with Peace, 
Well-Being and Love, and then 
place (i.e. one in each corner of a 
large room or one in each room of 
your house).

The Sacred Space CrystalTM is pat-
terned after the Radiant Heart CrystalTM 
which is a unique evolutionary tool to 
assist us in expanding our ability to 
hold and create Unconditional Love, 
so that we may crystallize the wisdom 
of the One Heart that unites all life in 
Love.  It resonates with the vibration of 
Unconditional Love, which is the most 
effective energy for clearing negativity 
peacefully, without effort.

The faceted Clear Quartz dome is cut 
to achieve it’s full capacity in clearing 
and creating sacred space.  We place 
it on a 4 inch mirrored rotating table 
light box, with seven LEDs.  The light 
box has an optional battery operation 
feature using 4 AA batteries.

As light gently pulses through a quartz 
crystal programmed with Unconditional 
Love, it clears negativity from your 
space and refreshes the space with 
nourishing life force energy, a rainbow 
of prana and Unconditional Love.
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THE VOGEL TECHNIQUE 

As Vogel worked with quartz both in conventional ex-
periments and in healing applications he developed 
a simple method of clearing and programming his 
quartz tools.  The technique developed can be used 
with any crystal - or with any object for that matter.  
It is just that quartz crystals are particularly good at 
holding a charge.  The Vogel Technique incorporates 
two key concepts.  The first is that quartz has the 
innate ability to function as a psychotronic device.  It 
can hold information in the form of a thought, emo-
tion or a frequency almost indefinitely without loss of 
cohesion.  The second key concept is that the breath 
can be used as a vehicle to place the thought, emo-
tion or essence into quartz.  The act of doing this is 
referred to as “programming your crystal”

CLEARING YOUR CRYSTAL: Take a moment and 
bring into your being the essence of purity - both the 
thought and the feeling of purity.  Once the connec-
tion with this essence is strong, fill your lungs with it.  
Hold your breath and let the essence build.  Place 
your attention upon the crystal.  Use your intention 
to place the essence of purity into the crystal as 
you release a FORCED EXHALE through the nose.  
This forced exhale allows the essence to move as a 
whole thought form into the crystal.  If you see a resi-
due, shadow or unpleasant energy still remaining, 
repeat the procedure until your crystal is clear.

PROGRAMMING YOUR CRYSTAL: After clearing 
your crystal it is now ready to program.  We recom-
mend using a simple program such as PEACE, 
WELL-BEING & LOVE.  Focus on bringing the es-
sence of peace into your being.  Allow this essence 
to fill you and build in your lungs.  Now bring in the 
essence of Well-Being (yourself in perfect health, 
connected with the Earth and the Divine).  Again, fill 
yourself and allow this essence to build in your lungs 
- mingling with the essence of Peace.  Now bring in 
the essence of Pure Love.  Fill yourself with this es-
sence.  Place your attention on the crystal and use a 
FORCED EXHALE through the nose to intend those 
essences (your program) into your crystal.

THE Sacred Space 
CrystalTM 

& Light Box

This faceted Clear Quartz 
Crystal Dome comes with 
a seven LED Rotary Light 
Box.  A rainbow array of 

light pulses gently through 
the programmed crystal, 
effectively clearing and 

charging any space with a 
rainbow of goodness and 

Unconditional Love.


